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Legal
Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the federal securities laws,
including Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934, as amended, including without limitation, our medium-term guidance. In this context, forwardlooking statements often address expected future business and financial performance and financial condition,
and often contain words such as “expect,” “assume,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “forecast,” believe,” “seek,”
“see,” “will,” “would,” “target,” similar expressions, and variations or negatives of these words. Actual results
may differ materially from our expectations due to a number of factors, including, but not limited to, the
following: business disruptions caused by natural disasters, pandemics such as the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
outbreak and the public health policy responses to the outbreak, international conflicts or other disruptions
outside of our control; our ability to accurately model or forecast the impact of the spread and/or containment of
COVID-19, among other sources of business interruption, on our operations and financial results; most of our
contracts may be terminated on short notice, and we may lose or experience delays with large client contracts
or be unable to enter into new contracts; the market for our services may not grow as we expect; we may be
unable to successfully develop and market new services or enter new markets; imposition of restrictions on our
use of data by data suppliers or their refusal to license data to us; any failure by us to comply with contractual,
regulatory or ethical requirements under our contracts, including current or changes to data protection and
privacy laws; breaches or misuse of our or our outsourcing partners’ security or communications systems;
failure to meet our productivity or business transformation objectives; failure to successfully invest in growth
opportunities; our ability to protect our intellectual property rights and our susceptibility to claims by others that
we are infringing on their intellectual property rights; the expiration or inability to acquire third party licenses for
technology or intellectual property; any failure by us to accurately and timely price and formulate cost estimates
for contracts, or to document change orders; hardware and software failures, delays in the operation of our
computer and communications systems or the failure to implement system enhancements; the rate at which
our backlog converts to revenue; our ability to acquire, develop and implement technology necessary for our
business; consolidation in the industries in which our clients operate; risks related to client or therapeutic
concentration; government regulators or our customers may limit the scope of prescription or withdraw
products from the market, and government regulators may impose new regulatory requirements or may adopt
new regulations affecting the biopharmaceutical industry; the risks associated with operating on a global basis,
including currency or exchange rate fluctuations and legal compliance, including anti-corruption laws; risks
related to changes in accounting standards; general economic conditions in the markets in which we operate,
including financial market conditions and risks related to sales to government entities; the impact of changes in
tax laws and regulations; and our ability to successfully integrate, and achieve expected benefits from, our
acquired businesses. For a further discussion of the risks relating to our business, see the “Risk Factors” in our
annual report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2020, filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), as such factors may be amended or updated from time to time in our
subsequent periodic and other filings with the SEC, which are accessible on the SEC’s website at
www.sec.gov. These factors should not be construed as exhaustive and should be read in conjunction with the
other cautionary statements that are included in this presentation and in our filings with the SEC. We assume
no obligation to update any such forward-looking statement after the date of this presentation, whether as a
result of new information, future developments or otherwise.

Non-GAAP Information
This presentation includes information based on financial measures that are not recognized under generally accepted
accounting principles in the United States (“GAAP”), such as Adjusted EBITDA, Adjusted Net Income, and Adjusted
Diluted Earnings per Share and Free Cash Flow. Non-GAAP financial measures are presented only as a supplement
to the company’s financial statements based on GAAP. Non-GAAP financial information is provided to enhance
understanding of the company’s financial performance, but none of these non-GAAP financial measures are
recognized terms under GAAP, and non-GAAP measures should not be considered in isolation from, or as a substitute
analysis for, the company’s results of operations as determined in accordance with GAAP. The company uses nonGAAP measures in its operational and financial decision making and believes that it is useful to exclude certain items
in order to focus on what it regards to be a more meaningful indicator of the underlying operating performance of the
business. For example, the company excludes all the amortization of intangible assets associated with acquired
customer relationships and backlog, databases, non-compete agreements and trademarks, trade names and other
from non-GAAP expense and income measures as such amounts can be significantly impacted by the timing and size
of acquisitions. Although we exclude amortization of acquired intangible assets from our non-GAAP expenses, we
believe that it is important for investors to understand that revenue generated from such intangibles is included within
revenue in determining net income attributable to IQVIA Holdings Inc. As a result, internal management reports feature
non-GAAP measures which are also used to prepare strategic plans and annual budgets and review management
compensation. The company also believes that investors may find non-GAAP financial measures useful for the same
reasons, although investors are cautioned that non-GAAP financial measures are not a substitute for GAAP
disclosures. The non-GAAP financial measures are not presented in accordance with GAAP. Please refer to the
appendix of this presentation for reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures contained herein to the most directly
comparable GAAP measures. Our medium-term guidance measures (other than revenue) are provided on a nonGAAP basis without a reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP measure because the company is unable
to predict with a reasonable degree of certainty certain items contained in the GAAP measures without unreasonable
effort. Such items include, but are not limited to, acquisition related expenses, restructuring and related expenses,
stock-based compensation and other items not reflective of the company's ongoing operations.
Non-GAAP measures are frequently used by securities analysts, investors and other interested parties in their
evaluation of companies comparable to the company, many of which present non-GAAP measures when reporting
their results. Non-GAAP measures have limitations as an analytical tool. They are not presentations made in
accordance with GAAP, are not measures of financial condition or liquidity and should not be considered as an
alternative to profit or loss for the period determined in accordance with GAAP or operating cash flows determined in
accordance with GAAP. Non-GAAP measures are not necessarily comparable to similarly titled measures used by
other companies. As a result, you should not consider such performance measures in isolation from, or as a substitute
analysis for, the company’s results of operations as determined in accordance with GAAP.

Past Performance
In all cases where historical results are presented or past performance is described, we note that past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future results and performance.

Trademarks
All trademarks or service marks are the property of IQVIA or their respective owners. Solely for convenience, the
trademarks, service marks and trade names are referenced without the ®, (sm) and (TM) symbols, but we will assert,
to the fullest extent under applicable law, our rights or the rights of the applicable licensors to these marks.

© 2021. All rights reserved. IQVIA® is a registered trademark of IQVIA Inc. in the United States, the European Union, and various other countries.
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Ari Bousbib
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
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IQVIA’s 5-Year performance
$M, except per share data
Adjusted EBITDA(1)

Revenue
$13,813
$9,179

$9,702

2016
Unaudited
Pro Forma

2017

$10,412

$11,088

2018

2019

$2,995

$11,359

2020

2021
Guidance
Midpoint

Adjusted Diluted EPS (1)

$1,893

$2,010

2016
Unaudited
Pro Forma

2017

$2,224

2018

$2,400

$2,384

2019

2020

Free Cash Flow (1)
$8.90

$5.55
$3.91

$6.39

2021
Guidance
Midpoint

$1,794

$6.42

$1,343

$4.55

$779

$795

$835

2018

2019

$601

2016
Unaudited
Pro Forma

2017

2018

2019

Dollars and growth rates are at actual foreign exchange rates.
(1) See reconciliation of non-GAAP items in the Appendix.
(2) CAGR is from 2016-2021, except Free Cash Flow which is from 2016-2020.

2020

2021
Guidance
Midpoint

2016
Unaudited
Pro Forma

2017

2020

Q3 2021
YTD
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Total shareholder return since merger announcement
(05/03/2016 – 11/12/2021)
290%

270%

IQVIA

277.5%

CRO Peer Group
250%

Info Svcs/HCIT Peer Group
230%

S&P 500
210%

208.0%

190%
170%
150%
130%

152.1%
133.6%

110%
90%
70%
50%
30%
10%
-10%

Peer average is market cap weighted; Dividends are considered to be reinvested.
CRO Peer Group is CRL, ICLR, LH, PPD, and SYNH; Info Svcs/HCIT Peer Group is CERN, EFX, INFO, NLSN, TRI and VRSK.
Source: FactSet – 11/12/2021.
Reference to specific competitors for discussion purposes only; not a complete list of competitors.
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Large, rapidly evolving global target opportunity
Technology
breakthroughs

Target opportunity

COVID-19 raising
expectations

Scientific
Innovation

New patient
demands

Disruptors

~$200B
increasing
6-7% annually

Value-based
reimbursement
models
8

Unique capabilities at scale
4,600+

100+
Countries

Advanced analytics /
data scientists / statisticians

50K+
Pharmacy and wholesaler partners

1,900+
Epidemiologists/RWI experts
Expertise

1,650+

Healthcare
network

Medical doctors

Hospital partners

1B+
Global pharma sales tracked

45+
Petabytes of unique data

300+
Life sciences-specific analytic libraries

100M+
2,000+

Software development / support

85%

Clinical trial investigators

Patient network for trial recruitment

8,200+
Non-identified patient records

5M+

Data

Tech and
analytics

100B+
Records searched in real-time

150+
Patent-pending methodologies

30+
Predictive disease detection solutions

9

IQVIA Connected Intelligence™ delivers the future, today

Clinical development

Real world evidence

Commercial execution
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Global, established and growing customer base

10,000+

Large
Pharma

customers

1,200+
new R&DS customers
since merger

Small &
Mid Size
Pharma

350+
OCE customer adoptions
of at least one application

Generics

300+
OCT customer adoptions
of at least one application

MedTech &
Consumer Health
Payer /
Provider

Supplier
chain

Government/
non-profit

All top 25
pharma
companies have RWE
engagements with IQVIA
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Journey since the formation of IQVIA

Merger integration
2016-2019

Vision 22

2019-2022

12

Our next phase of growth

Merger integration
2016-2019

Vision 22

2019-2022

2022-2025
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Andrew J. Ploszay, PhD
SVP, Digital Transformation
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It is getting harder to make the right decisions in healthcare
More information. More technology. More stakeholders. Less intelligence.

Physicians

Patient journeys

Pricing and market access insights

Consumption data

Claims data

Real World insights

CRMs

Discharge notes

Analytic platforms

Lab/Biomarker data
Patients

Governments

Info management

Patient-generated data

Reference data

AI capabilities

KOLs

Social Media data

Advocacy groups

Chart review data

Imaging data
Launch and brand insights

Caregivers

Clinical insights

Digital health

Trial data

Prescription data
Genomic data
Scientific Services
Patient engagement insights

Promotional insights
Payers

Behavioral data

Nurses

Hospitals

Survey panels

Patient services

Consulting
EMR data

Case notes

Managed care data
15

The answer requires intelligent connections
This is IQVIA Connected Intelligence™
Scalable and agile
technologies
Analytics-powered
proof of value

Efficient protocol
assessments

Real world data
transformation

Innovative
reimbursement and
access models

Analytics-driven
brand strategy

Omnichannel
optimization

Faster patient
recruitment
Precision site
identification
AI-powered
precision insights
Decentralized trials
16

Intelligent connections enable smarter decision making
Delivering precision, speed and insight
CRM
Reporting
Reference

Claims data

Digital tools
AI/ML

Data aggregation

Outcomes research

Recommendation
Automation

Prediction
MICHAEL
Sales Rep
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How valuable is insight if it doesn’t drive action?
Insights created and surfaced must drive action, measurement and adjustment

Create
Analysis,
insight

Adopt
20%
80%

Data
cleaning

80%

77%

of organizations
struggle with
business adoption
of analytics(2)

20%
Effort

Value

Current effort and spend
is upside down(1)
(1)
(2)

Adjust

The 80/20 Data Science Dilemma, by Armand Ruiz, The Cognitive Coder, InfoWorld, 2017.
Big Data and AI Executive Survey 2019, NewVantage Partners LLC.

Low adoption minimizes
business impact

Lack of feedback limits
ability to adjust
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The right decisions start with IQVIA Connected Intelligence™
Modular, interoperable solutions, engineered for healthcare

THE RIGHT DATA

THE RIGHT INSIGHTS

THE RIGHT ACTIONS
Clinical
Safety / Reg

Data
sourcing

Data
integration

Insights
generation

Real World

• Embedded intelligence
• Intuitive
• Interoperable

Commercial

Data networks and
extraction

Information
management services

Applications from R&D
to commercialization

IQVIA Human Data Science Cloud
19

IQVIA makes intelligent connections across critical customer needs
Unique capabilities lead directly to customers seeing and doing new things

Seamless patient experience
Reporting

Reference

What you
can now see

Digital tools

CRM

AI/ML

Data aggregation

Outcomes research

Claims data

Data

Insights

Stakeholders

What you
can now do

• Medical journey of
patients with rare,
underdiagnosed diseases

• Clinical insights into
patients’ medical
journey

• Top predictors of disease
detection

• Early identification of
candidate patients

• Priority providers treating
target patients

• Efficient customer
targeting

• Messaging / alerts
integrated in CRMs

• Programmatic,
orchestrated promotion

Technology and services
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Customers see the value of Connected Intelligence
Why are we trying to do this ourselves? Let’s
let you guys do it and we focus on growth.”
Commercial CIO,
Large US pharma

IQVIA is a much more efficient
and valuable partner for all my
information management needs.”
SVP Global Data and Analytics,
Large US pharma

We spend so much time and money getting
this intelligence and then the reps don’t use
it… how you [IQVIA] solve for adoption is key.”
President,
Large UK pharma

The speed and accuracy you [IQVIA] have would save
us days or even weeks in our analytics capabilities.”
Executive Director, Information Solutions,
Large US pharma

21

Richard Staub
President, Research & Development Solutions
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Strong, sustained demand for R&DS services
After a rebound year in 2021 with 8%+ growth, CRO segment is expected to grow
at ~6% CAGR through 2025

$188B

$132B

$100B

2020 total R&DS spend

Total development spend

Addressable spend

~6%

$55B

Annual segment growth

(including PI Pass thru)

2022 outsourced spend
(includes labs & PI Pass thru)

CRO target opportunity ($B)

$52

$55

$14
$4

$15

$13
$4

$32

2020

$49

8%

$59
$15

$63
$16

$67
$17

$5

$5

$5

$5

$34

$36

$39

$41

$44

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Core Clinical Incl. FSP
Phase I-IV Clinical Development including lab & PI Pass thru. Global Labs growing at 5% CAGR.
Source: Management Estimates, Evaluate Pharma 2020, William Blair April 2021, Jefferies Sept 2020 & Credit Suisse March 2020, Cortellis

Global Labs

PI Pass thru Costs
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Emerging biopharma and APAC will drive core clinical growth
$B
Regions(1)

Customer segments
2021-25
CAGR

2020-25
CAGR

$44

$44

8%

$32

$34

$21

Mid

$3

Large

11-13%

$14

3-5%

$19

5-6%

$32
$32

EBP

$11

$23

9-12%

APAC

$6

EU

$12

$24.8

$4

$3.6

$4

3-6%

$8

$8

$7.8

$8

2-3%

2020

2021

2022

2025

NA

$14

2020

(1) Regions by company head quarters.
Source: Evaluate Pharma 2020, William Blair April 2021, Jefferies Sept 2020 & Credit Suisse March 2020, Cortellis, Japan MBR 2021, https://www.clinicalleader.com/doc/the-asia-pacific-region-a-hot-spot-for-clinical-trials-0001

2025
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Oncology, IDV and CNS driving the spend
% of R&D spend by key therapeutic area – 2021

Oncology

37%

Infectious disease
IDV
(IDV)

18%

Neurology
CNS
(CNS)

16%

Resp Allergy

6%

GI
Gastrointestinal

Cardiovascular
CV

Others

5%

3%

16%

Oncology includes both Oncology and Hematology indications.
Source: Internal IQVIA analysis. Q1-Q3 2021 numbers projected to full year and may change due to seasonality and some disproportionate covid driven artifacts that may clear up by end of year data refresh.
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IQVIA is leading the way with Connected Intelligence
2022-2025
Patient-driven

2019-2022
2016-2019
1980-2016

• Clinical analytics and
AIML application

• Data-driven insights

• Operational delivery

• Therapeutic expertise
• Point solution technology

• Patient-driven
technology opens new
patient pathways

Data and analytics

Domain expertise

• Global scale

Digital

• Design analytics
• Innovative delivery
models
• Broad technology
capability

• Tech- and device-enabled
operational delivery
• Market adoption of early
decentralized delivery
models

• Clinical and lab data
drive greater access to
the right patients
• Scientific innovation for
better patient outcomes

Foundations that continue to evolve

26

Patient-driven clinical research is the next horizon
Patient-driven
decentralized trials
Adoption of technology
and automation

Data generation

27

Costa Panagos
President, Research & Development Operations
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Decentralized trials (DCT): Accelerating the path to digital
IQVIA ahead of the curve; more to come
COVID-19 impact

2010
Risk-Based
Monitoring

2012-2014
Market hype about
maturity of
decentralized
studies

Visibility

Feb 2020
eCOA(1)

July 2011
Industry’s first
decentralized
trial

Pre-2001
Devices
Home nursing

2007
Apple sells first iPhone

2015-2016
Market
views DCT
as futuristic

2004
Facebook started

Time
(1)
(2)
(3)

of investigators would
be interested in a
study using a hybrid
virtual approach(2)

COVID-19
inflection point

2005
eConsent

Via strategic partnership.
Data from a survey of 995 U.S. respondents who are members of IQVIA’s patient and site communities, April 2020.
Hybrid/Virtual/Decentralized Clinical Trials Market Outlook, ISR Reports, July 2021.

Digital clinical trials will
be the way forward

Pre-COVID-19
projection

2018
Market adoption of DCT
as valuable alternative

2016
Proprietary DCT
technology and services
offering

of patients are
comfortable
monitoring and
reporting on their
symptoms through an
online application(2)
of clinical trials
professionals expect the
hybrid model will be
used more often than a
traditional clinical trial
model three years
from now(3)
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Technology and services that adapt to integrate with patient lives
IQVIA deploying Connected Intelligence to deliver decentralized trials at scale
IQVIA™ Patient Engagement Technologies
Patient
profiling

IQVIA™ Decentralized Trial Platform

Trial
matching

eConsent

IRT Randomization
and Supply Mgt

TeleMedicine

Connected
Devices

eCOA

Patient
journey

Prospect

Responded
Direct to patient engagement
and recruitment

Referred
Virtual site
support

Consent and
enrolled

Randomized

Device provision
and support

24/7 patient
support

Trial
participant

Alumni

Research nursing
and phlebotomy

IQVIA DCT Services

300+

80

300,000

20+

DCT studies

countries

subjects

indications
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IQVIA DCT enabled the most important trials in decades
Technology

9M eDiary responses
1M patient users on DCT Platform
50+ patient country locations
100+ patient interaction languages

Logistics

8M clinical and
non-clinical supplies

850K+ lab kits

19K+ mobile devices
120 mobile research trailers

CRO services

28x faster database lock
71% faster site activation
82% faster recruitment vs.

Diversity and inclusion

1.7x better than industry average
recruitment of Black / Hispanic
trial participants

historical norms for similar trials
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Cynthia Verst, PharmD
President, Design & Delivery Innovation
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Embedding Connected Intelligence across IQVIA’s clinical trials

353

1,488

100+

customers

trials

countries enrolling patients

296,000+

44,000+

total patients enrolled

selected sites
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The promise of IQVIA realized
Accelerating clinical development

Predictability

~90%

protocols revised
to mitigate risks
prior to startup(1)

(1)

IQVIA data on file as of Sep 30, 2021.

Speed

33%

reduction in Site ID
timeline vs historical
benchmarks(1)

Productivity

34%

faster recruitment
rates vs historical
benchmarks(1)
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Patient engagement: IQVIA leading the industry
with innovative solutions
Pressure tested by COVID-19
Differentiated, connected solutions

Global RWE,
precision patient
targeting

Direct-to-patient
recruitment

Diversity in
clinical trials

Patient
engagement
portal

Site tech
enablement

Integrated healthcare network

Global and
patient advocacy,
information
communities

(1)

400K+
direct-to-patient referrals

105K+
patients enrolled in vaccine
trials within 4-6 weeks per trial

Marketing and
performance
Genomics

1.7X

Labs

Pharmacy

Decentralized
trials

HCPs

250+ partners
50+ Title
countries
100’sM patients

Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs) Filings for Vaccines and Related Biological Products Advisory Committee Meetings.

Social
Media

Meaningfully higher inclusion
of diverse populations enrolled
in COVID-19 vaccine trials
versus peers(1)
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Patient engagement solutions differentiating
IQVIA to win large, complex trials
Awarded IQVIA’s largest full-service Phase III program

Global RWE and precision
patient targeting

40,000+ patients across 28 countries

Orchestrated digital
solutions and technologies

Interoperable technologies, processes,
and specialized resources

Patient engagement
and reduced burden

Benefits

Patient voice and insights inform
approach; direct to patient recruitment
and patient portal help retain patients

• Increasing global
patient access
• Accelerating trial
timelines
• Reducing friction for
patients and sites
• Reducing trial costs

Diversity and inclusion

Required representative diverse and
ethnic patient populations

36

Brian O’Dwyer
CEO, Q2 Solutions
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IQVIA labs outpacing segment growth
Leading with science

Central lab
testing

Genomics
services

Flow
cytometry

Industry

Anatomic
pathology

Biomarker
services

Supply chain and service expertise

Bioanalytical
/ ADME

Vaccine
testing

Project
management

Global services

$4.6B
2022 target opportunity,
growing ~5% annually

Specimen
collection kits

Global
logistics

Biorepository
services

Therapeutic areas
Oncology/Hematology

53%

Infectious Disease

10%

Neurology

8%

Endocrinology

4%

Respiratory

4%

Dermatology

4%

Rheumatology

3%

Cardiovascular

3%

Other

13%

15 labs, 5 continents
38

Building the lab of the future
2018-2019
Expansion

2019-2020 facility expansions

2020

2021

Advanced technologies

Agility

Patient centricity

2021 facility expansions

Next-gen systems

Nursing supplies

Decentralized trial testing

Advanced data analytics
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IQVIA was built for this moment

Trusted
partner

Unrivalled capabilities
and assets

Innovative
offerings

• Largest backlog in

• Industry-leading scientific,

• Leader in decentralized trial

the industry

• Strength in large / mid
segments

• Further expansion in
emerging biopharma

regulatory and
operational expertise
• Unmatched global data assets
• End-to-end suite of integrated,

patient-focused
technologies

tech and services

• World-class patient
recruitment and
engagement services

• Building the lab

of the future
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Rob Kotchie
President, Real World Solutions
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Real World Solutions: Critical for customer success

75%

Increasing demand for
real world evidence

of FDA
submissions
included RWE(1)

Growing supply of data

90%

Expanding role of artificial
intelligence and machine learning

(1)
(2)
(3)

Aetion Analyses
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/05/21/how-much-data-do-we-create-every-day-the-mind-blowing-stats-everyone-should-read/?sh=7043067560ba
https://www.businessinsider.com/artificial-intelligence-healthcare?r=US&IR=T

of all data
generated in the
past 2 years(2)

48%

annualized growth
in spending on AI
in medicine(3)
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IQVIA Real World Solutions industry-leading capabilities
Unmatched
domain expertise

Unparalleled
data assets

Operational
excellence
and scale

Connectivity
with healthcare

5,000+

1B+

Voted #1

23M

Real World
Specialists(1)

unique RWD records (4)

preferred Phase IV
provider(7)

HCPs(9)

5,700+
publications /
articles(2)

16
therapeutic centers of
excellence(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

30M
terms

1M+

(5)

coded in

patients enrolled in
Real World studies(8)

200+

Leading
eCOA
Platform(10,11)

2,000+

Award
winning

hospitals in networks

20+

Natural Language
Processing(12)

Countries with direct
healthcare businesses

ontologies(6)

IQVIA RWS Headcount - Sep’21.
IQVIA Bibliography portal.
IQVIA RDS Therapeutic COEs.
IQVIA Global patient counts Jan’21.
UMLS 2021AB statistics & IQVIA analysis.
OHDSI vocabulary statistics & IQVIA internal analysis.
Industry Standard Report, CRO Quality Benchmarking – Phase IV Service Providers, May 2020.

Best-in-class
technology
and analytics

120+
validated AIML models(13)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

IQVIA internal analyses.
IQVIA One Key Jul’21.
Winner of Fierce Innovation Awards – Life Sciences Edition 2020 in the Digital Health Solutions category
Industry Standard Report, eCOA/ePRO Market Dynamics and Service Provider Performance, 2020.
Questex’s 2019 Fierce Innovation Awards — LifeSciences Edition in the Data Analytics/Business Intelligence category.
IQVIA AIML inventory Sep’21.
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CASE STUDY

Artificial Intelligence to improve diagnoses
Challenge
Deployment of clinical decision
support tool using AI model
Patient
diagnosed
with T1D

Adult patient
presents with
Type 2
Diabetes
symptoms

Clinical
support tool
offers
likelihood of
Type 1
Diabetes

Patient
diagnosed
with T2D

Develop AI models to identify Type 1 diabetes (T1D)
patients most likely to be misdiagnosed for Type 2
diabetes (T2D) in adulthood.

Value
Two AI models deployed on two million unique
EMR patients testing 650+ potential
predictive variables

10%+

of T1D patients were initially
misdiagnosed
Up to 10M T2D in the US with risk factors for
misdiagnosis of T1D
44

Nancy Dreyer, PhD
SVP, Center for Advanced Evidence Generation
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Regulators trust IQVIA

Guiding Principles
for using RWE to
Support Drug
Development and
Review
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CASE STUDY

Efficient evidence generation
for a novel oncology agent

Top 10 pharma

Challenge
Physician and patient burden of data collection was a
critical consideration for long-term observational study

EMR

Value

Pre-populated
electronic clinical
report forms

Less data entry required
Fewer data clarification queries

Fully completed
patient history

Site staff
completes
fields not
available
in EMR

Higher data quality

20%
more efficient data collection
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CASE STUDY

Capture patients-generated data
in clinical research

Large, emerging
pharma and biotech

IQVIA electronic Clinical Outcomes Assessment (eCOA)

150+

300K+

10M+

1K+

Studies
awarded

Patients
enrolled

Patient survey
responses

Assessments
in library
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CASE STUDY

Digital transformation enabled
by privacy technology
Challenge

Ability to appropriately drive insights from 2M patient
years of historical trial data while protecting patient
privacy
Data ingest, unification

IQVIA privacy software

Value
IQVIA’s Privacy Analytics software driven by
AI models to protect privacy integrated in
Novartis Data42
Anonymizes while preserving analytic utility
to drive discovery & R&D success

Analytical
ready data

1,000s
of studies each anonymized in seconds
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Christina Mack, PhD
VP, Epidemiology and Clinical Evidence
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National quality of care program – National
Surgical Quality Improvement Program (NSQIP)

CASE STUDY

Challenge
Surgical outcomes before and after
initiating targeted dataset
Surgical
Site
Infection

Urinary
Track
Infection

Repeat
Operation
Rate

0%

Value
The ACS NSQIP® registry to measure patient
outcomes after surgery

-5%
-10%

-12%

-15%

Reduction
in negative
events

-20%
-25%

Lack of accessible evidence on patient outcomes
after colorectal resection to support quality of care
measures

-22%

Benchmark reporting with peer hospitals and
evidence-based guidelines were key factors
Reduction in multiple complications

-30%

-30%
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Elite sports associations turn to IQVIA to manage COVID-19
IQVIA teamed with International
Olympic Committee (IOC) and
Tokyo 2020 to review and support
implementation of COVID-19
countermeasures to protect athletes
and all stakeholders of the Olympic
and Paralympic Games
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IQVIA was built for this moment
Convene stakeholders, connect intelligence, change healthcare

Improve health outcomes
for patients and populations

Ensure population health
and economic sustainability
of healthcare
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Real World Solutions: Proof not promises

Trusted
partner
• Work with 100%

of top

25 pharma
• Voted #1 preferred
Phase IV provider
• Direct Healthcare customers
in 20+ countries

Unrivalled capabilities
and assets

Innovative
offerings

• 1B+ unique RWD patient records

• Supporting regulatory,
reimbursement, and commercial
applications via global footprint

• Leading technology

and

AIML capabilities
• World class team with deep
scientific expertise

and innovative

designs

• Infrastructure to connect

life
sciences and healthcare

• Solving healthcare’s biggest
problems faster and smarter
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Jon Resnick
President, US & Canada
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Rapid innovation drives robust commercial target opportunity
Strong pipeline and investment activity

Commercial target opportunity

24%
increase in the number of life sciences
companies vs. 2015(1)

Launch
Portfolio
strategy

Marketing
Sales /
GTM

Market
access

~2X increase
in global healthcare funding in H1 2021 vs.
H1 2020 (H1 2021 funding: $443B(2))

20+%
increase in anticipated new launches per year
(54-63 launches, 2021-2025)(3)
(1)
(2)
(3)

Source: IQVIA Institute, April 2021.
Source: Pitchbook, 2021 (includes Pharma, BioTech, MedTech, Consumer Health).
Source: IQVIA Analytics & Forecast Link 2021; IQVIA Institute, Feb 2021.

$64B

target opportunity

+5 to 6%

CAGR through 2025
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COVID-19 accelerated digital transformation

3,059%
increase in telemedicine
visits in 2020(1)

40%
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Source: IQVIA Medical Claims Data Analysis.
Source: BrandImpact Analysis.
Source: IQVIA AppScript App Database; IQVIA Institute, June 2021.
Source: Pharmaceutical Technology poll, Jan 20-Mar 1, 2021 (n=482 responses).

225%

90K+

increase in remote
details to HCPs(2)

new digital health
apps added in 2020(3)

of pharma professionals believe COVID-19 has accelerated
pharma’s digital transformation by 5+ years(4)
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When healthcare searched for answers, they turned to IQVIA

250+

?

Executive briefings

10,000+
C-Suite and top pharma
leaders attending

Technology partners
Hospitals
Medical specialty associations

70+

Pharma

US and EU4/UK COVID-19
thought leadership publications

100+
Country-level impact
assessments

Policy makers and regulators

Wholesalers, pharmacies, HIT
Providers and payers / gov’t

Patients

MedTech
Consumer health

Patient advocacy groups and foundations
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Technology and intelligence drive commercial transformation

Historical

HCP

Website
Email
visits and campaigns
Opt-ins

In-person rep visits

Journeys

CLM

Patient

Transactional

Future
Direct
mail

Transformed
customer
engagement

Omnichannel
Call
center

Face-toface

Email

Digital
campaigns

Holistic

Web
detailing
Meetings /
Events

Remote
engagement

Data and tech investments
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IQVIA was built for this
IQVIA Human Data Science Cloud

THE RIGHT DATA

THE RIGHT INSIGHTS

Data
sourcing

Data networks and
extraction

Data
integration

Insights
generation

Information
management services

THE RIGHT ACTIONS

Modular stacks designed
for commercial needs

Commercial tech and
analytics applications
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Susan Hill
VP, Customer Engagement
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IQVIA’s intelligence: The gold standard foundation
5M+

THE RIGHT INTELLIGENCE

investigators

23M+
healthcare professionals

Patients

Physicians

Hospitals

Researchers

Pharma

Global and local

100B+
healthcare records

1B+
non-identified patient records

Healthcarecentric
data
networks

400K+
sources of social media

1M+
Data feeds

150K+

Data extraction, curation, privacy, and security

data suppliers

45+

petabytes of global data
managed daily

30K+

Profiles, engagement,
and consent

data products delivered
per month in 70+ countries
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Industry-leading information management at scale

10X

faster data
transfer

72X

faster
processing

100X

Data
sourcing

Data
integration

Insights
generation

The right data for the
business problem

100B+

Search
claims and Rx records in seconds

Fit-for-purpose
datasets

faster
analysis

Algorithms trained
for actional insights

Update forecasts in

3 minutes

or less
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CASE STUDY

Top 20 pharma

IQVIA puts global data and analytics within reach
Challenge
Cost of commercial infrastructure
Benefits of IQVIA Human Data Science Cloud (HDSC)

Fragmentation of healthcare data across local teams
– manual integration limits utility and insights

Value

80% reduction in time spent to land data
2X speed to insights
Without HDSC

With HDSC

4 out of 5 customer interactions
informed by new insights

50%

reduction in commercial operations costs
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Purpose-built applications transform commercial decisions
IQVIA’s Commercial applications powered by Connected Intelligence

Marketing optimization

Sales excellence

Patient engagement

Market access

Brand 360º

Orch. Cust. Engagement (OCE)

Patient Identification

HTA Accelerator

Promotion Optimizer

Next Best Decision Engine

Patient Support Platform

Gross-to-Net Application

Omnichannel Navigator

SMART Meetings Management

Orch. Patient Engagement

Contract & Rebate Management

3,000+
100,000+

IQVIA Technologies customers
users

IQVIA Human Data
Science Cloud

Millions
of IQVIA product installs
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Alistair Grenfell
President, Europe, Middle East, Africa & South Asia
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CASE STUDY

Top 10 pharma

Omnichannel marketing maximizes ROI
Challenge
Revenue achieved

% of baseline revenue

125%
120%

Digital campaign
implemented

Value

115%
110%

50% improvement in HCP reach

105%
100%
95%
0%

Utilize new digital promotion approaches to increase
HCP reach and optimize ROI

Baseline revenue

124%

44% improvement in HCP engagement
10+ campaigns deployed with positive ROI

of target revenue
achieved within 4 months
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CASE STUDY

Top 10 pharma

Empowered sales teams elevate engagement
Challenge

Informing sales reps’ next actions

Dr. A

In-person
call

In-person
call

In-person
call

Virtual call

Virtual call

Virtual call

Email

Email

Email

Sample

Sample

Sample

Online
publication

Online
publication

Online
publication

Dr. B

Lack of data-driven suggestions to guide rep activity
means missed opportunities to realize additional
value from HCP engagement

Value

4X improvement in channel adoption
25% improvement in rep productivity
70% reduction in operational costs

Dr. C

35%

uplift in Rx volume
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CASE STUDY

Top 10 pharma

Best-in-class support advances patient outcomes
Challenge
Increasing patient retention
100%
84%

80%
60%

Complex injectable therapy had significant patient
drop-off; needed to improve patient start and
adherence rates

Value

40%
26%

20%
0%
Month 3

Month 6

Month 9

Month 12

Retention rates with IQVIA patient support
Baseline retention rates(1)

72% increase in patient enrollment
50% reduction in time to first fill
96% patient satisfaction score

3X

increase in patient persistency
(1)

Based on real-world data of baseline patient retention rates without intervention for chronic diseases.
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A complete tech-enabled ecosystem at work
Sophisticated
segmentation of HCPs

Orchestrate timely
follow up response

Digital Engagement with
further post-engagement
segmentation

Rep-driven interaction
based on previous
engagements

Response trigger

4
3

Dr. Yardley

8
Views patient
type content

Email
Starting dosing
message

5

Email
Co-Morbidities
message

MSL engagement
Patient type
message to HCP

2

Notification
Dr. Yardley alert

1
Rep visit

AI/ML that
recommend action
based on previous
engagement

NB sequence

Website visit

HCP
Hematologist Tier 1 Target

Tailored channel and
message plan

Patient
visits HCP
to discuss treatment

7
Nurse call

6

Nurse calls office
for HUB support

Link to KOL led video
on patient types

Patient
is prescribed
treatment

NB sequence

HUB trigger

Tailored channel and
message plan

Enrollment form
into HUB

Patient on
therapy
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CASE STUDY

The ecosystem accelerates entry into new markets

Emerging
biopharma

Challenge
Launch timeline
Month 0

Month N-3

Month N

Client launching first product into market – required
fast mobilization of commercial infrastructure

Value

20% target customers reached in 6 weeks

3mos

from launch
faster deployment

50% reduction in overall infrastructure costs

~$150M
revenue uplift for new launch

50% fewer headcount needed to manage
infrastructure
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Leading a new era of intelligent engagement

Trusted
partner
• Work with 100%

of top

25 pharma
• 3000+ IQVIA technology
platform customers

Unrivalled capabilities
and assets

Innovative
offerings

• 2+ trillion data
transactions annually

• Enabling commercial

• 300+ life sciences-specific
analytic algorithms
• 8200+ tech experts and
4600+ data scientists,
across 100+ countries

transformation across the
globe via leading technology
and digital analytics
• Building intelligent connections to
power and optimize sales and

marketing activities
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Ron Bruehlman
EVP, Chief Financial Officer
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Full-year 2021 guidance
$M, except per share data

Revenue

Adj. EBITDA

Adj. Diluted EPS

(1) Growth rates are at actual foreign currency exchange rates.
All financial guidance assumes September 30th foreign exchange rates remain in effect for the forecast period.

Guidance

VPY%(1)

$13,775 – $13,850

21.3% – 21.9%

$2,980 – $3,010

25.0% – 26.3%

$8.85 – $8.95

37.9% – 39.4%
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IQVIA’s path to Vision 2022
2019-2022
~10% CAGR

Total revenue

~7-10% CAGR

2019

2020

2021

2022

Actual revenue progression
Vision 2022 goals
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2021 – 2022 revenue dynamics
$B
$14.9

$13.8

$2B+
$1B+

2021 Guidance
Midpoint

COVID
Stepdown

Base Business
Growth

2022 Guidance
Midpoint
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Full-year 2022 guidance
$M, except per share data

Guidance

VPY%(1)

$14,700 – $15,000

6.4% – 8.6%

Adj. EBITDA

$3,320 – $3,395

10.9% – 13.4%

Adj. Diluted EPS

$9.90 – $10.20

11.2% – 14.6%

Revenue

(1) Growth rates are at actual foreign currency exchange rates.
All financial guidance assumes September 30th foreign exchange rates remain in effect for the forecast period.
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Full-year 2022 segment revenue guidance

VPY%(1)

Underlying
Organic(2)

Mid-single digits

High-single digits

R&DS

High-single to low-double digits

Upper teens

CSMS

Flattish

Low-single digits

TAS

(1) Growth rates are at actual foreign currency exchange rates and relative to midpoint of 2021 guidance.
(2) Underlying Organic is defined as constant currency organic growth excluding COVID-related work and acquisitions.
All financial guidance assumes September 30th foreign exchange rates remain in effect for the forecast period.
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Exceeding Vision 22 targets
2019-2022 CAGR
Vision 22 Medium-Term
Guidance

At Midpoint of
2022 Guidance

Revenue

7 – 10%

10.2%

Adj. EBITDA

8 – 11%

11.8%

Double Digits

16.3%

Adj. Diluted EPS

(1) Growth rates are at actual foreign currency exchange rates.
All financial guidance assumes September 30th foreign exchange rates remain in effect for the forecast period.
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Free Cash Flow (1)
$M and % of Adj. Net Income
$1,794

$1,343

$779

$795

107%

$601
82%
59%

2016
Unaudited
Pro Forma
Dollars and growth rates are at actual foreign exchange rates.
(1) See reconciliation of non-GAAP items in the Appendix.

2017

142%

$835

69%

66%

2018

2019

Free Cash Flow

2020

2021 YTD

% of Adj. Net Income
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Over $14B of capital deployed merger to date

$7.6B

$4.3B M&A spend

invested for growth

$3.3B internal investments

$6.6B

66.6M shares repurchased

returned to shareholders

$99.19 average repurchase price
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Net Debt and Net Leverage Ratio
$M and proportion of TTM Adj. EBITDA
$12,000

6.5x

$10,500

6.0x

$9,000

5.5x

$7,500

5.0x

$6,000

4.5x

$4,500

4.0x

$3,000

3.5x

$1,500

3.0x

$0

0.0x
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
2017 2017 2017 2017 2018 2018 2018 2018 2019 2019 2019 2019 2020 2020 2020 2020 2021 2021 2021

Net Debt

Net Leverage
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targets
Updated mid-term guidance
Vision 2022
2019-2022

2022-2025(1)

Total Company Revenue (CAGR)

7 – 10%

10 – 12%

Adj. EBITDA (CAGR)

8 – 11%

11 – 13%

Continued double-digit growth

Continued double-digit growth

~5% of revenue

~4.5% of revenue

$1.0 – $1.5B per year in M&A
and share repurchases

$2.0 – $3.0B per year in M&A
and share repurchases

3.5 – 4.0X exiting 2022

~3.0X exiting 2025

Low twenties

Low twenties

Metric

Adj. Diluted EPS (CAGR)
Cap Ex/Deferred Software
Capital Deployment

Net Leverage
Adjusted Book Tax Rate(2)
(1)
(2)

Assumes September 30th foreign exchange rates remain in effect for the forecast period.
Adjusted Book Tax Rate is defined as adjusted book tax divided by adjusted pre-tax income; Adjusted Cash Tax Rate is defined as cash taxes divided by adjusted pre-tax income. Guidance assumes no changes to US tax reform.

Q&A
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Appendix
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Net Income to Adjusted EBITDA Reconciliation
$M

2020

2019

Net Income Attributable to IQVIA Holdings Inc.
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes
Depreciation and amortization
Interest expense, net
Loss (income) in unconsolidated affiliates
Income from non-controlling interests
Deferred revenue purchasing accounting adjustments
Stock-based compensation
Other (income) expense, net
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Impairment Charges
Restructuring and related expenses
Acquisition related expenses

$

279
72
1,287
410
(7)
29
1
95
(23)
13
—
85
143

$

191
116
1,202
438
9
36
10
146
(6)
24
—
77
157

Adjusted EBITDA

$

2,384

$

2,400

(1) Reflects unaudited pro forma amounts as disclosed in the Q4 2016 earnings release adjusted for the adoption of ASU 2014-09
Note: Numbers may not add to total due to rounding.

Twelve Months Ended
December 31,
2018
$
259
59
1,141
406
(15)
25
7
113
27
2
—
68
132
$

2,224

2016 (1)

2017
$

1,277
(992)
1,011
339
(10)
19
15
106
37
19
40
63
86

$

173
385
551
281
4
15
60
82
33
—
28
147
134

$

2,010

$

1,893
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Net Income to Adj. Net Income and Per Share Data Reconciliation
$M, except per share data
2020
Net Income Attributable to IQVIA Holdings Inc.
Provision for (benefit from) income taxes
Purchase accounting amortization (2)
(Income) loss in unconsolidated affiliates
Income from non-controlling interests
Deferred revenue purchasing accounting adjustments
Stock-based compensation
Other (income) expense, net
Loss on extinguishment of debt
Impairment Charges
Royalty hedge gain
Restructuring and related expenses
Acquisition related expenses
Adjusted Pre Tax Income
Adjusted tax expense
Income from non-controlling interests
Minority interest effect in non-GAAP adjustments (3)
Adjusted Net Income
Adjusted earnings per share attributable to common shareholders:
Basic
Diluted
Weighted-average common shares outstanding:
Basic
Diluted

$

2019
$

$

279
72
933
(7)
29
1
95
(23)
13
—
—
85
143
1,620
(330)
(29)
(9)
1,252

$

191
116
914
9
36
10
146
(6)
24
—
6
77
157
1,680
(359)
(36)
(9)
1,276

$
$

6.54
6.42

$
$

6.54
6.39

$

(1) Reflects unaudited pro forma amounts as disclosed in the Q4 2016 earnings release adjusted for the adoption of ASU 2014-09
(2) Reflects all the amortization of acquired intangible assets.
(3) Reflects the portion of Q2 Solutions' after-tax non-GAAP adjustments attributable to the minority interest partner.
Note: Numbers may not add to total due to rounding.

191.3
195.0

$

195.1
199.6

Twelve Months Ended
December 31,
2018
$
259
59
863
(15)
25
7
113
27
2
—
—
68
132
$
1,540
(350)
(25)
(9)
$
1,156

$
$

5.68
5.55
203.7
208.2

2016 (1)

2017
$

$

$

1,277
(992)
770
(10)
19
15
106
37
19
40
8
63
86
1,437
(395)
(19)
(11)
1,014

$

173
385
315
4
15
60
82
33
—
28
(6)
147
134
1,370
(397)
(15)
(4)
954

$
$

4.66
4.55

$
$

3.99
3.91

$

217.8
222.6

$

238.8
243.9
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Operating Cash Flow to Free Cash Flow Reconciliation
$M

2020
Net Cash provided by Operating Activities
Acquisition of property, equipment and software

$

1,959
616

$

Free Cash Flow

$

1,343

$

(1) Reflects unaudited pro forma amounts
Note: Numbers may not add to total due to rounding.

Twelve Months Ended
December 31,
2019
2018
1,417
$
1,254
582
459
835

$

795

$

970
369

$

2016 (1)
1,123
344

$

601

$

779

2017

Nine Months Ended
September 30,
2021
$
2,250
456
$

1,794
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